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In this paper we obtain an explicit semimartingale representation of reflected Brownian motion 
in a wedge with constant direction of reflection on each side of the wedge. The existence of a 
semimartingale representation is due to Williams (1985), but here we identify the martingale 
(Brownian motion, of course) and describe the behavior of the finite variation part. Our solution 
also verifies a conjecture of Williams (1985). 
semimartingale representation * Brownian motion * wedge 
Introduction 
Let (r, 0) denote the polar coordinates in R’. All vectors will be column vectors. 
Define the (closed) wedge of angle 5~ (0,27-r) by 
Let aS, = {(r, 0): f3 = 0, r 2 0) and aS, = {( r, 0): 8 = 6, r 2 0} denote the sides of the 
wedge. Call the origin the corner of the wedge. Varadhan and Williams (1985) have 
studied the weak existence and uniqueness of Brownian motion in S with oblique 
reflection. Heuristically, the process behaves like Brownian motion inside of S, 
reflects instantly in prescribed constant directions at the sides, and spends 0 time 
at the corner. 
Before stating their result precisely, we introduce some more notation. Let nj be 
the unit normal vector to as,, j = 1, 2, that points into S. The constant vectors u, 
will specify the direction of reflection on aSj normalized such that uj. n, = 1, j = 1, 
2. The angle of reelection on as, is the angle 0, E (-$r, $rr) between v, and rrj (j = 1,2) 
where 0, is positive iff uj points toward the origin. 
Let C, be the set of continuous functions from [0, 00) into S. For f 2 0 let JZ%, be 
the v-algebra of subsets of C, generated by the coordinate maps z,(w) = w(s) for 
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0s s G t. We use JZX to denote ~(2, : 0~ t < a). Let C;(S) be the set of functions, 
defined on some domain containing S, which have continuous and bounded partial 
derivatives up to and including order two. The Laplacian and gradient will be 
denoted by A and V as usual. 
A solution to the submartingaleproblem startingfrom x E S is a probability measure 
P, on (C,, JZX) such that 
(i) P,(w(O) =x) = 1; 
(ii) for each f E C;(S), 
f(w(t))-4 
is a PX-submartingale on (C,Y, J!J& {A,}) whenever f is constant in a neighborhood 
ofOand v,.Vf>OonaS, forj=1,2; 
(iii) EP’ 5: I{,) (w(s)) ds =O. 
A family {P,: x E S} is a solution of the submartingale problem if for each x E S, 
P, is a solution to the submartingale problem starting from x. Varadhan and Williams 
(1985) proved that for (Y = (8, + f?,)/& there exists a unique solution, called reflecting 
Brownian motion, of the submartingale problem if cy < 2; if cx 3 2, then there is no 
solution of the submartingale problem. They also showed that for x f 0, a solution 
P, of the submartingale problem satisfies P,(w( t) = 0 for some t) > 0 iff (Y > 0, and 
in that case the probability is in fact 1. 
Williams (1985) proved the following result about the semimartingale nature 
of reflecting Brownian motion. 
Theorem. Let (Y < 2 and let {P, : x E S} be the solution to the submartingale problem. 
(i) Suppose (Y < 1 and x E S and assume x # 0 zf v, = -v2. Then Z, is a P,- 
semimartingale. 
(ii) If 1 G (Y <2 then Z, is not a P,-semimartingale. 0 
She conjectured that in the case of N < 1, x = 0 and v, = -v7, Z, in a P,-semimar- 
tingale. In this case, [> n. The purpose of this paper is to obtain an explicit 
semimartingale representation for (Y < 1, in doing so verifying Williams’ conjecture. 
The idea is to solve the 5 = 7~ case by transforming to a normal reflection problem. 
This solution then gives the other cases via a conformal map. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we state the main theorems. 
Sections 2 and 3 deal with the cases 5 = 7~ and 5 # n respectively. In Section 4 we 
study the process at the origin. 
I am grateful to L. Taylor for showing me the trick to proving Lemma 4.1. 1 also 
thank R. Williams for telling me how her joint work with Harrison and Reiman 
together with L. Taylor’s work imply that the corner process L, vanishes in the case 
of convex wedges, and that their methods should work in the nonconvex case. She 
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also generously supplied the proof in Section 4 that the corner process L, = 0 in the 
case x=0 and v,=-v2. 
1. Main results 
Let R be the 2 x 2 matrix whose first and second columns are v, and v2 respectively. 
Theorem 1.1. If a < 1 and x E S then on some probability space (0, 9, P) there is an 
increasing family of u-algebras {%,} and a quadruple (X,, Y,, /3,, L,) of continuous 
{ %,}-adapted processes on (0, 9, P) with the following properties. 
(i) P(X,=x)=P(X,ESVt30)=1; 
(ii) Y, E [0, Co) X [0, Co), L, E I%*, Y, = 0 = L,; 
(iii) /3, is a ?I,-Brownian motion starting at 0 under P; 
(iv) X,=x+&+RY,+L,; 
(v) the components of Y, and L, are of locallyfinite variation; 
(vi) each component of Y, is nondecreasing and thejth component Yj( t) can change 
only at those times t when X, E as,\{O}; more precisely, 
I 
, 
&s,\coI(~(s)) dI;(s) = I;(t); 
cl 
(vii) the components of L( t) = (L,(t), L2( 1)) can change only at those times t when 
X, = 0; more precisely, 
-G(t) = I{o,(X) df :(s) - i=l,2, 
where the f F(s) are continuous and nondecreasing with f ‘(0) = 0; 
(viii) the law P 0 X-’ on (Cs, A) solves the submartingale problem starting at x. 
Under certain hypotheses, Harrison and Reiman (1981) obtain a similar result 
for Brownian motion (dimension 22) with correlation and constant drift in an 
orthant. 
R. Williams has given this explicit semimartingale representation up to the first 
time the corner of the wedge is hit (Williams, 1985, (7)-(11) in the Introduction). 
Thus it suffices to derive the explicit representation in a neighborhood of the corner. 
That is, if D=913,(0)nS, where %3,(0)={x~Iw2: Ix]<E}, and if TV= 
inf {t > 0: X, e D} then we need only show the properties (i)-(viii) hold when t is 
replaced by t A 7. for starting points x E D. 
The next result describes the L, process in greater detail. In the case of Brownian 
motion (dimension 32) with correlation and constant drift in an orthant, it is due 
to Reiman and Williams (1987). 
Theorem 1.2. Let a < 1. Then the corner process L, = 0. 
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2. The case g = 71 
2.1. A change of coordinates to a normal reflection problem 
Throughout Section 2 we will assume 5 = rr so that a < 1 automatically, S = W: = 
{(x, , x2)*: x2 2 0}, and the directions of reflection u, , u2 can be written as the column 
vectors (r,, l)*, (yz, l)*, respectively. Here * denotes transpose. We will write 
H = %i2(0)nR?, D=%‘,(O)n[W’,. 
Choose c> 0 such that 16[]y,]‘v (y$]/c < 1 and define a mapping 
by 
u, = x;( I,,,,- z,,,,~)+4x2x;7(-y,I,,-~“+ y*I,l<,)+cx,x;, 
u,=x:. 
(2.1) 
XEH+UER: 
(2.2) 
We will need the following elementary fact. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf f(x)=x3+ax+b, where b>O and bb’+&a’>O then inf{f(x): 
x>O}>O. 0 
Lemma 2.2. The mappingx E H + u E rWt given in (2.2) satisfies thefollowingproperties. 
(i) x+uisC’onH; 
(ii) x + u is a C’ dtfleomorphism from Son H onto its range VC IX:, where 
S” = S\(aS, u as,), with 
ax, ax, -- 
au, au, 
i--i 
(u) = I\ d. 
ax1 ax, 
au, au, \ ” l--L I 
(iii) XJ u is a homeomorphism of H onto p= Vu u((-$, $) X(O)) (disjoint union) 
and u((-g, 2) x (0)) = (a, b) x (0) for some a < 0, b > 0; 
(iv) (Vu,).v,=O on HnaS,fori,jE{1,2}. 
Before giving the proof, let us explain the reason for choosing the transformation 
(2.2). Assume that X, = x + p, + RY, where j3, is Brownian motion and the com- 
ponents of Y, change only if X, E as. Then by Ita’s formula and part (iv) of Lemma 
2.2, u(X,) is represented as a semimartingale only with dp, and dt parts. So in fact 
u(X,) satisfies a “standard” stochastic differential equation (i.e. without any finite 
variation parts not absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure). Our 
method then is to start with this SDE and get X, from it. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Statement (i) is easy and statement (iv) is straightforward. Fix 
x2 > 0. The function 
h(s)=? , SE[W, 
I r=(5,x.Z) 
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is continuous. By choice of c and Lemma 2.1, h never vanishes (to apply Lemma 
2.1, fix s E R and regard x2 > 0 as the variable). 
Thus 
does not vanish for x2 > 0. Part (ii) follows from the implicit function theorem. Then 
part (iii) follows from the fact that H = (H n S") u ((-5,;) x (0)) and x E 
(-$, $) x (0) + u is a homeomorphism onto its image. 0 
Later we will need second order partials of x, as a function of u. We give them 
in the next lemma. The proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 2.3. For u E V, 
a2x, au, 
(> 
-'a2t4 -=-- 1 
auf ax, ax:' 
Here we write &,/ax, for du,/ax, 0 x(u) etc. 0 
2.2. A stochastic dlflerential equation in the u-coordinates 
For u E ? define 
-- 
a(u) = am*(u), (2.3) 
P(U) = (h,, I)* o x(u, 9 u2), (2.4) 
-Ee=fC a;j(u) &+I Pi(U) $. (2.5) 
i,i I , i I 
Let 0 = C([O, co), R2) be the set of continuous functions from [O,OO) into R2. 
Define B:[O,co)xn+R’ via B,(o)=w(t) and set ~,=a(B,:O~s~t) and 9= 
a( B, : s 2 0). Let P be the probability measure on (0, 9) such that B, is a Brownian 
motion starting from 0 under P. 
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By Lemma 2.2 the components of u and p are continuous, so there exists 
a continuous process U(t) = ( U,(t), U,(t))* satisfying for t G v = inf {s > 0: 
ZJ(s)g Q’>, 
dU(t)=a(U(t))dB(t)+p(U(t))dr (2.6) 
on (0, 9, P). (See Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981, Theorem 2.3, p. 159.) Moreover, 
U,(t)20 a.s. for 1s r] (2.7) 
(see Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981, Example 8.2, pp. 221-223). 
To prove boundary properties of X, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. 
rnr) IAr) 
I,,,( Ws)) ds = I,,,( U,(s)) ds = 0 U.S. 
Proof. The statement about U2(t) is proved in Manabe and Shiga (1973, Lemma 
2, p. 599). For the first component, let m,(t)= -n(lfl-n-‘)Z,,,,,,,(lfl) and set 
p,(t) =jiji m,(r) dr ds. Then ZJ,, E C’(R), Ip,,(t)l<lfl/n, pk and p: are uniformly 
bounded, p,, and pi, converge to 0 as n + 03, and pz = m, + I{(,)( .) as n + ~0. 
Applying It6’s formula and optional stopping, upon taking expectations we get 
I 
IAn 
EP,(U,(~AT))=P~(U,(O))+E p,( u(s))pL( u,(s)) ds ” 
I 
rnl) 
+E; [u:,( U(s))+& u(s))lp:( u,(s)) ds. 
0 
By dominated convergence, as n + 00 this yields 
O=E 
I 
,A7) 
[a:,( u(s))+ & u(s))l4o,( u,(s)) ds 
0 
I 
lArl 
=E IPu,) 0 4 W))12M u,(s)) ds (by (2.3)). o 
Now for UE c, x,(u)=0 iff u,=O and hence 
IPU,) o (xw)l’~{“,(~,) = C2X%44”)b,). 
Thus we get 
I 
IAr) 
O=E c2~2(s)‘40i( u,(s)) ds. 
0 
Since JF” Z1,,i( Uz(s)) ds = 0 it follows that Sk” Zfo,( U,(s)) ds = 0 as desired. 0 
2.3. The second component 
Our goal is to calculate x( U(r)). It6’s formula is the tool to use but it cannot be 
applied directly because x+ u is not a C2 diffeomorphism on H. In this section we 
study x2( U(t)). 
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Lemma 2.5. There exists an $,-adapted process rp, such that for t G 7, 
x*(U(t))= Q(t)“*= WO)“‘+ B*(t) + P(t) (2.8) 
where qooo = 0, t+ q+ is continuous and nondecreasing and t + (o, can change only when 
U*(t)=O: 
I 
fbr) 
&,,( u,(s)) dv(s) = cp(t A 7). 
0 
Proof. Consider the continuous function 
Then 
g,(r)dr=l and suppg,= 
If 
k,(t) = g,(r) dr ds 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
then k,, E C~([w), k,(t) converges uniformly to t v 0 as n + 00, k, vanishes in a 
neighborhood of 0, IkL(t)l=zl, k;(t)+1 (o,mJ t) as n +CO, and for some constant ( 
A > 0, [k,(r) - t v 01 s A/n. Hence u E S+ k,( u:‘2) is in C;(S) and since 
Z(k,,(u;” )) = $g,( u:‘*), 16’s formula yields for t c 77, 
k,( U2(t)“‘) = k,( U,(O)“‘)+ 
I 
’ k;( U2(s)“*) dB,(s) 
0 
I 
I 
+; gn( Ws)“*) ds. 
0 
(2.12) 
If we define 
q, = U,( t)“2 - u*(o)“‘- L?,(t), t s 7, 
then for t c 7, 
cP,-t 
I’ 
g,,( Ws)“‘) ds = [ U,(t)“‘- k,( U,( $‘*)I -[U,(O)“‘- k,( U,(O)“*)] 
cl 
- 
I 
’ [l- k;( U,(s)“‘)] dB2(s). 
0 
Since k,,(t) converges uniformly to t v 0 and kL( .) converges boundedly to ZcO.aj( .)
we have 
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by Lemma 2.4. Hence t E [0, v]+ cp, is continuous and nondecreasing with cpO = 0. 
Formula (2.8) follows since x2( U( t)) = U,(t)“‘. 16’s formula and (2.8) lead to 
I 
IAl) 
k,( Uz(t A 7))“‘) = k,( U,(o)“2)+ C( Q(s)“~) d&(s) 
0 
Ihr) IAl) 
+ k:,( &(s)“~) dq, +$ gn( G(s)“2) ds. 
By (2.12) evaluated at t A 77 we get 
By dominated convergence this becomes 
IAl) 
1 
2 
O=E &,( u2(s)) b, 
and so 
as desired. q 
2.4. The first component 
In this section our goal is to compute x,(U(t)) using It6’s formula. However to 
obtain boundary properties of X, we will need more general functions of U(t). 
Thus we compute differentials of more complicated functions of U(t) and as a 
special case, that for x,( U(t)) drops out. The next lemma gives some properties of 
those functions essential to the application of 16’s formula. Let k,, be as in (2.11). 
Lemma 2.6. Let h E C2(H\{O}) n C(H) satisfy h(0) = 0 on H\(O). 7hen thefunction 
(u,,z)~I(u,,z)~R:: (u,,z’)~ Vl+k,(h(x(u,,z’))) 
extends to a C2 function on {(u, , z) E R:: (u, , z’) E V}; moreover, 
is uniformly bounded there. 
Proof. We write x for x(u,, z’), du,/dx, for au,/ax, 0x(u,, z2), etc. For (u,, z) such 
that (u,, z’) E V we have by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, 
$ k,(h(x)) =$ k,(h(x(u,, z’))) = k;(h(x)) 
I 1 
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+k:(h(X)(~)-2(g)2. 
~kVW)=WW~ 2 
-3 
1 (H 1 
+ au, a*~, au, a*u, ah 
( 
- _ 
ax, ax: ) 1 ax, ax, ax, ax, 
+k;(h(x))(z)-‘g[-z$+z$], (2.13) 
~k.,(h(x))=k:,(h(x))(~)-I[-~~+~~], 
-$ k,(h(x))= k:(h(x)){ (~)-2(~)2$-2(~)p’~ &+$ 
+(!3-‘[ -(?3)‘$ 
ax, ax, ax, ax, 
+k:(h(x)) 2 
-2 
(H 
au, ah au, ah 1 ’ I -ax dx+c ax . 2 1 1 2 
Since &,/ax, never vanishes for x # 0 (see the proof of Lemma 2.2), by Lemma 2.2 
we see that (u,,z)E{(u,,z):(u,,z~)E ~\{O}}-+k,(h(x(u,,~~))) is C*. But k,,, k; 
and kz all vanish in a neighborhood of 0, h(0) = 0, and h is continuous, so that in 
fact (u,, z)E{(u,, z): (u,, Z’)E f}+ k,(h(x(u,, z’))) is C2 as desired. 
For x E H with x, # 0 we have 
au, au, -, _- 
( ) ax, ax,
= [4x:(-Y,Z,+,+ Y2Zx,<o)+3cx,x:l 
x [41x,1’+ 12x*-+Y,L,i=o+ Y2L,<o)+c-w 
and by Lemma 2.1 the latter is bounded. On the other hand, if x, = 0 and x2 # 0, 
au, au, -, -- 
( ) ax, ax,
=o/cx;=o. 
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Thus 
But h(O) = 0, h is continuous, and k; vanishes in a neighborhood of 0, hence 
sup{ I[~(~)-Ik:,oh](x(u,.l’))(:(u,,r’)F p) 
au, au, 
s sup - - IO 1cH\(0) ax2 ax, 
SC<00 
‘k:.oh](x(U,,I-))l:(UI,i2)t~,jO/) 
I 
(since lk:,I d 1) 
where C is independent of n. 0 
Let G be the image of D = 93,(O) n rW$ under the mapping x + u given in (2.2) 
and set 
r], = inf { t > 0: U(t) & G} = inf { t > 0: x( U(t)) & D} = 7,) < n. 
By Lemma 2.5 and (2.6) for ts rD and 2, = U?(t)“’ we have 
(2.14) 
Let 
dZ, = dB,( t) + dq,. 
L?=; [~:,(~,,z2)+rri,(u,,z2)]~+2~,2(~,,Z2)~+~ 1 1 1 2 I +p,(u,.z2)$ 1 
be the “generator” associated with ( U,(t), Z(t)). Observe by Lemma 2.6 and (2.13) 
that for h as in Lemma 2.6, 
1 
8k,(h(x(u,, z’)))l =:[Ahlk::(h(x))+~[IVhl’lk::(h(x)). (2.15) 
For typographical clarity we will sometimes write x(s) for x( U(S)), especially in 
integrands. By It6’s formula, (2.14), Lemma 2.6 and (2.13), 
k,,(h(x( u(r A 71,)))) 
= k,(h(x( L’,(t A ~u)r z(t A TD)‘))) 
’ A 71, 
= k,(h(x(O)))+ k:,(h(x(s)))(Vh)*(x(s)) dB(s) 
au, -’ 
k;(h(x(s))) - ()[ au, ah au, ah --- ax, ax ax +yy g (x(s)) dv(s) 1 I I 2 1 
[IVhJ’k: 0 h +(Ah)k:, 0 h](x(s)) ds. 
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Since U,(s) = 0 iff x2( U(s)) = 0, by Lemma 2.5 we may set x2 = 0 in the dq, part 
and (2.2) gives (* = transpose), 
(Vh)*(x(s)) dNs)+ (Y,L,>o+ rzL,<o) $+g (x(s)) dq(s) 
I 2 1 
I 
,“TD 
+$ [IVh12k:: 0 h +(Ah)k:, 0 h](x(s)) ds, (2.16) 
0 
where h E C(H)n C’(H\{O}), h(O) =O. Now in addition to h(O) = 0 and h E 
C’(H\{O})n C(H), we assume Ah =0 on H\(O) and h E Ck(H\{O}). Since k,(t) 
converges uniformly to t v 0 and kk(. ) converges boundedly to ZcO,ar,( * ), by Lemma 
2.6 as n + 00, uniformly for t in a compact set, we have 
k,(h(x(U(t~~,))))+h(x(U(t~~,)))vO in L2; 
kn(h(x(0))) + h(x(0)) v 0; 
I 
l”TD 
k:(h(x(s)))(Vh)*(x(s)) Ws) 
0 
I 
‘AT11 
+ r,,,,,(h(x(s))){(Vh)* Ws)) in L2; 
0 
kL(h(x(s))) 
K 
r,L,>o+ ~2L,<o ) g+g] (x(s)) h(s) 
lfi7” ah ah 
+ 
I 
I VW(~(X(~))) [ (Y~L,>o+ Y~L,~J dx,+z (x(s)) G(s) in L2. 
0 2 I 
Thus f I:‘- {[Vhl’k: 0 h}(x(s)) ds must converge, uniformly for t in a compact set, 
(as n +a) in L2, say to a+(h,tAT,,), where a+(h,O)=O and t+a+(h,tr\TD) is 
continuous and nondecreasing (recall ki 3 0). Therefore (2.16) becomes 
h(x( u(t A 7~))) v 0 
I 
’ A Tl> 
= h(x(0)) v 0+ 4o,ce,(h(x(s))){(Vh)*(x(s)) dB(s)l 
0 
+ Y~L,<o) -f$+g (x(s)) dv(s) 
2 I 
+ a+(h, t A ~~1). (2.17) 
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Next, use Itc’s formula and (2.17) on k,(h(x( U(t A TV>)> v 0), subtract from (2.16), 
let n+co and use that kL(s)l,,,= k:(s) and kZ(s)l,,,= k:(s) to get 
U 
IATn 
I 
2 
0= lim E k’,(h(x(s)) v 0) Q+(h, ~1 
n-r 0 
[I 
’ A Tl, 
=E Z,,,m,(h(x(s)) v 0) dsa+(h, ~1 2. 
0 I 
Thus 
(2.18) 
Remark. Recall we have been assuming h E C’(H\{O}) n C(H) n Ck(H\{O}), 
h(0) = 0, and Ah = 0 on H\{O}. Rather than assuming Ah = 0 on H\(O) and h E 
CL( H\(O)), if we assume h 2 0, 
ah ah 
+ Y2L,<O) dx,+; =o, 
2 1 
h is subharmonic on H\(O), and 
I 
,ATO 
E Z~,,,,,(h(x(s)))lVh(x(s))l’ds<a’, 
0 
then Fatou’s lemma and the argument leading to (2.17) give 
h(x(U(t A 70))) = h(x( U(O)))+ I,,.,,(h)(Vh)* dR(s) 
(Ah)Z,,,,,(h) ds+a+(h, t A 7,)). 
Moreover, t + a+( h, t A T[)) is continuous, nondecreasing, a’( h, 0) = 0 and 
Z&h(x(s))) dsu+(h, s) = u+(h, t A 7~). 
Replacing h by -h and repeating the argument gives 
[-h(x( u(s)))1 v 0 
lATU 
= [-h(x( U(O)))] v O- I(-,,,,(h(x(s))){(Vh)*(x(s)) Ws)J 
+a (h, thT~) (2.19) 
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where a -( h, 0) = 0, t + a (h, t A To) is continuous and nondecreasing and 
I 
tn rD 
&+(h(x(s))) d,o-th, s) = a-(k t A rD). (2.20) 
0 
Subtracting (2.19) from (2.17) yields 
I 
,ATg 
= h(x( U(O))) + ~,,ot~txt~))){tV~)*txt~)) Ws)l 
0 
+ &-co1 $+g (x(s)) G(s) 
1 2 1 
+u(h, fATD) (2.21) 
where 
U(h, tAT~)=a+(h, t ATD)-U-(/l, tA TD). (2.22) 
The following property of u*(h, a) will be used repeatedly in the sequel. 
Lemma 2.7. a*(h, t A TV) can change only when h(x( U( t A TD))) = 0: 
J I~o)thtxts))) d,a*tk s) = a’th, t A 7~). 0 
Proof. By (2.21), h(x( u(t A TV))) is a semimartingale and therefore has a local time 
I(& t) at 0 (Rogers and Williams, 1987, Theorem 43.3, p. 96). That is, there is a 
continuous nondecreasing adapted process {Z(h, t): t 2 0) such that 
h(x( u(t A 7~))) V 0 
I 
fh7” 
= h(x(0)) v ot I~o,&h(x(s))) d[h(x(s))l+$(k tA TD) 
0 
and /(/I, t) grows only when h(x( U( t A TD))) = 0: 
(2.23) 
Hence by (2.17) and (2.21), 
I 
,Aio ,ATD 
I,o,Ah(x(s))) dsa+(k s) - &o,m)(h(x(s))) da-(k S)+%k t A TD) 
0 I 0 
= U+( h, t A 7~). 
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By (2.18) the first term on the left is 0, and so we get 
I 
,*7” 
- &,,,,(h(x(s))) dK(h, s)+fQh, r A rD) 
0 
= a+(h, t A T[,) 
’ A r,, ’ A 711 
= 
I 
Mh(x(s))) dsa+(k s)+ 
i 
Lo,odh(x(s))) dsa+(h, s). 
0 0 
Formula (2.23) now implies that the first term on the left and the last term on the 
right must vanish. Together with (2.18) and (2.20) these imply the desired con- 
clusion. 0 
Remark. In the blanket assumptions on h (i.e. h E C’( H\(O)) n C(H) n CL(H\{O}), 
h(0) = 0, and Ah = 0 on H\(O)) if instead of taking h E Ck(H\{O}) we assume 
I 
‘ATl) 
E IVh(x(4)l’~,,o(h(x(~))) ds <a 
0 
and 
I 
’ ,+ Tn 
E lVh(x(s))lb\o(h(x(s))) dq, <a 
0 
then (2.17)-(2.22) continue to hold and Lemma 2.7 remains valid. 
Now let us compute x1( U(t)) as promised. Let h(x) =x,. We write a*(t) and 
a(t) for u*(h, t) and u(h, f), respectively. Formula (2.21) becomes 
I 
f A 71) 
x1( U(t A TD)) =x1( u(o))+ h,o(x,(~)) d&(s) 
0 
I 
‘ATI> 
+ [r,l~o,oc,(x,(~))+t2I~--uc,O,(x,(~))l h(s)+a(f* in). 
I) 
But x,(u) = 0 iff U, = 0, so by Lemma 2.4, 
I 
,ATg 
I 
lATD 
k\o(x,(s)) d&(s) = dB,(s) a.s. 
0 0 
Thus 
+ [~,4w,(x,(~))+ r2Lqo,(x,(~))l b(s) 
(2.24) 
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We need to study a( -) in greater detail. Before we state the needed property 
(Lemma 2.9 below), for its proof we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.8. For h E C’(H) with Ah = 0 and h(0) = 0, 
I 
lnrD 
Idh(x(s)))lVh(~(s))l~ ds = 0 
0 
almost surely. 
Proof. By (2.24), (2.8), ItG’s formula, and that Ah = 0 we have 
I 
fATD 
h(x(U(t f! TD))) = h(x(O))+ (V/r)* dB, 
II 
I 
fnT~~ ah 
+ 
0 
c da.,. 
L 
Using this in the function pn from the proof of Lemma 2.4, by It&‘s formula we get, 
upon taking expectations and letting n + 00: 
0= lim E 
n-a3 pXh(x))lVh(x)12 ds 
I 
lnr” 
=E ~~,~(h(x))lWx)12 ds. 0 
0 
Lemma 2.9. a( t A T,,) can change only when x( U( t A T,,)) = 0; more precisely, 
c 
’ A 70 
c 
IATm 
a(t A TD) = kq(x(s)) da+(s) - ~o>(x(s)) da-(s). 
Jo JO 
Proof. By (2.24) and (2.8), 
(X1+xJ(U(fhTD)) 
=(X,+X2)(U(O))+Bl(tA~D)+Bz(tA~D) 
I 
tnrD 
+ [y,z~,,,,(x,)+y2Z,-,,,,(x,)+lld~s+a(t* 
0 
By Lemma 2.8, 
I 
fATD 
o= I&X, + ~2) ds. 
0 
) D f (2.25) 
(2.26) 
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Hence by Tanaka’s formula (writing x for x(s) in integrands), 
(x1 +x2)+( LJ(t A TD)) 
I 
’ A ro 
= (x, +%I+( U(O)) + 4o.ndx, + xd(d&(s) + d&(s)) 
0 
I 
lATD 
+ 4w(x, +xA~,4w(x,)+ ~J-wd-d+ 11 h(s) 
0 
I 
t A 70 
+ 4,,m,(x, +xJ[da+(s) -da-(.dl+f~‘k,,(x, +xz) (2.27) 
0 
where 1:(x, +x,) is the local time at 0 of the continuous semimartingale 
(x,+x&LJ(r)). 
On the other hand, for j(x) = x1 +x2, by (2.17) (with h =j there) we have 
(XI +x2)+( U(t A 7”)) 
J 1 A <II =(x,+xdf(U(0))+ ” Z,,,,(x,+x,)(dB,(s)+dB,(s)) 
J ’ A Tn + 4o.dx, + x,)[Y, 40.s,(xJ + ~J-m,odx,) + 11 b(s) 0 
+ a’(j, t A TU). 
Comparing with (2.27) gives 
J 
,hT” &oj(x, + z)[da+(s) -d~-(41+~~:,,&, +x2) = a+(.i t A 71,). 
0 
Since a*(. ) can change only when x,(s) = 0, this becomes 
J ’ A TD Z~,,,,(x,)Z~,)(x,)[da+(s) -dam(s)l+il~,,,,(x, +xX,) = a+(j, t A 7~). 0 
(2.28) 
But a’( j, . ) can change only when 0 = j = x, + xz (Lemma 2.7 again) and Iynio(xI +x2) 
can change only when x, +x2 = 0. Hence the first term in (2.28) must vanish: 
J ‘A’[> J ( ,+ TIl &dx,)~v,~b,) da+(s) = ~wd4~~o~(x,) da-(s). 0 0 
Since x2(s) 2 0 we end up with 
U(tATD)=U+(tAT,)-U (CAT”) 
J 
,A,” 
J 
lATO = 40,(x,) da+(s) - Zdx,) dam(s) 0 0 
=J ’ A To J ‘AT,> ~~o~(x(~)> da+ s) - Zd-4~)) dam(s) 0 0 
as desired. 0 
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Below we will need the following theorem. Recall that (Y = (6, + &)/-IT < 1 where 
0, and e2 are the angles of reflection. 
Theorem 2.10. Ifp > (Y v 0 - 2 then 
,A7” 
E ~x(s)~“l(x(s) f 0) ds < co. 
As we shall see, the proof comes down to the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.11. Let p > 0 v (Y and suppose 
I 
lATD 
E Ix(~)l”~+“Z(x(s) # 0) ds <co. 
0 
Then 
E Ix(s)1 p-2I(x(s) # 0) ds <a. 
Proof. Let (I; 0) be the polar coordinates of x and write r, = r(x(s)) and 0, = 0(x(s)). 
Define 
f(x)={ 
rp cosp’“( at3 - e,), a # 0, 
rp exp{pe tan e,>, a =O. 
Thenfe C2(H\{O})n C(H),fsO d an since p > q f is subharmonic on H\{O}. In 
polar coordinates 
U, = [-tan e,, 11, v,=[-tan e2, 
where the first entry represents the radial component and the second entry is the 
angular component. From that it is easy to check that 
= L=,Pf. u,L,>“+vf. ~2~x,<o~=o 
and IOf I2 = r2(Pm1) g( 0) where 0 < inf, g( 0) < sup, g( 0) <co. Hence by the remark 
after (2.18) and our hypotheses we get 
I 
lnTD 
E (Af)4o,co,(f) ds<m. (2.29) 
0 
Since Af = r ‘-‘G( 0) , where 0 < inf, G( 0) < sup0 G( 0) < a, this yields the desired 
conclusion. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 2.10. Consider p = 1 so that automatically 
i 
lATu 
E \ r2(fl-‘)1r. ” ,, ds<co. 
0 
Hence by Lemma 2.11 we get 
i 
I n 7,, 
pz-l=+ rfl,, ,,ds>oc. 
0 
Since p 2 1 was arbitrary, we have 
I 
’ A 711 
~2-1 + E r(!I,%,.,, ds < ~0. 
0 
Iterating we get for n 3 1, 
p++,,)-2 =+ E ~~:AT”ril:,ndr<“. 
Letting n + co gives the desired conclusion. 0 
2.5. Proof of Theorem 1.1 for .$= 7~ 
Recall that 
R= 
For this section only, define 
X(t) = x( U(t)), 
I-’ 
9, = 9, and for ts r,,, 
f 
Yz(t) = I L,o,(X,(.~)) da, (2.30) 0 
Y,(t) = J 4,,,x,W,(s)) G,, 0 
( I 
I 
> 
* 
L(t) = a(t), 4dX,(s)) dp, , 
0
P(f) = B(t). 
As pointed out after the statement of Theorem 1.1, we need only worry about t G rD. 
Then properties (i)-(iv) are immediate. The assertion about Y, in property (v) is 
immediate from Lemma 2.5 and the statement about L(f) follows from the corre- 
sponding fact about a(t). Properties (vi) and (vii) follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 
2.9. Property (viii) follows easily from (2.8), (2.24) and Lemma 2.4 (since for t G rD, 
x(U(t))=O iff U(t)=O). 0 
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3. The case &#n 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 for 5 f T 
The idea of the proof is to transform rW: to S via the conformal mapping z E d= + z~‘?‘E 
@ and then make a time change. Of course this mapping is not C* so there are some 
technicalities. 
For x E [w* define (recall (r, 0) are polar coordinates), 
f(x) = rEln cos [O/T, g(x) = rEiw sin @/rr. 
Then f and g represent the real and imaginary parts of z E C + z<‘~ and so 
af dg ax=- and af dg 
1 8x2 
~=--c (Cauchy-Riemann equations). (3.1) 
2 1 
The unit normals n, to aS, and n, to aSZ in the case at hand are 
n, = (0, 1) and n, = (sin 5, -cos 5) 
and the reflection matrix is 
R= y1 73 
( > 1 Y4 
with the normalization 
1=n2*(~3,~4)*=~3sin5-r4cos5. (3.2) 
Recall (Y = (0, + 0,)/t and we are assuming (Y < 1. We will use U(t) to denote the 
process from Section 2 (5 = T, 6 = (0, + 0,)/n = a.$/~ < 1) defined at (2.6) corre- 
sponding to the reflection matrix 
(3.3) 
We will continue to make free use of the notation x(s) =x( U(s)), rv = r(x(s)) 
and 0, = 0(x(s)). 
Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.10 since 2(5/~-l)> (a vO)t/7~-2= 
GVO-2. 0 
To handle those .$E (0, m) we will need the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. 
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Proof. Since (Y < 1, we can choose $, , I!$ E (-$, $) such that I$ > 0, for i = 1,2 and 
(g,+ &)/n = [/7~. Define (recall [r, 61 are polar coordinates) h(x) = 
r”n COS(([/TT)@ - e^,). Then h 2 0, h is harmonic on R:\(O), h(0) =O, h E 
C2(H\COl) n C(H), 
ah 1 ah 
Irl=o Yl L,>” E+$ = u, . VhZY,..,l,zzo= [-tan 8,) l] . - - - 
2 [ 1 tlr’ r ae L”L” 
5 
- - r”“-‘(-tan 0, cos $, + sin IG,)I,~,, _ 
?I 
and similarly 
where c, > 0. Hence (2.16) becomes 
k,(h(x(f fi 711))) - k,(h(x(O))) 
I 
tATg 
= Wh(x(s)))(Vh)*(x(s)) dB(s) 
0 
+ 
I 
’ A TD 
{m(--ds))VAh(x(s))) d~(s)+tlvhl’k~(h(x(s))) dsJ 
0 
where m(x) 3 c,rf’7i~‘Ir_0. Taking expectations of both sides yields 
R,(h(x(t A 7D))) - k,(h(x(O))) 
I 
1 A 711 
=E {m(x(s))kXh(x(s))) dv, +#hl”kXh(x(4)) dsl. 
0 
Since k,(t) converges uniformly to t v 0, and since m(. )(k:, 0 h)( .) 2 0 and k: 2 0, 
by Fatou’s lemma we get 
I 
’ A 711 
E m(x(s))4o,,,(h(x(s))) G(s) s Eh(x(t A mu)) - h(x(0)) < 00. 
Since m(x)l,%,,,(h(x))z c,rc’n-ll r;,O, the desired conclusion follows. 0 
Notice IVf(x)12 = (~/v)2r2”‘sp”. Hence by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, the remark 
after the proof of Lemma 2.7 implies (2.21) holds for h =f and we get 
f(x( LJ(t A TD))) 
I 
’ A 71) 
=f(d ~(0))) + &&-(x))~O’f)*(x) Ws)l 
0 
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Notice here and in the sequel we will often drop the s in the x(s) notation in 
integrands. However for x E Cw:, 
f(x)=0 a r=O or -CT or -=- 60 
&I 3Tr 
= 2 i 21 * x,=x,=0 or x2= tan- x, or x2= tan- x,. [ c2] 
By Lemma 2.8, 
I 
lATD 
I,,,( cx, + xz)[ 1 + c’] ds = 0 
0 
for any c, hence for c1 = tan($‘/t) and c2 = tan($n2/t) we get 
I 
,AilD 
I 
fATD 
k&-(x)) ds =S [Z,,,(x) + 4odx2 - ~1x1) + 4oJx2 - czx,)I ds = 0. 
0 0 
Thus upon setting Vj”(0) = 0, (3.4) becomes 
f(x( U(t A TD))) 
=.0x( u(0))) + ‘A7D {@f)*(x) dB1 
I 
,ATD 
+ 
0
ZLrqo(f(x)) ,rIz~o.~,(x,)+ r*z~-&H-$+~ dP(S) 
[ 1 2 1 
Repeating this for g and f + eg, where E = *l, we get 
g(x( U(t A TIJ))) 
= ,0(x( U(0))) + {@g)*(x) dB1 
,ATD 
+ [~,ko,dx,)+ yzk~a,o,(~,)l$+$ +(s) 
I 2 1 
+ 4s, t A TD), 
(f + %)(X( u(t A 7D))) 
I 
,AT” 
=(f+Eg)(x(U(o)))+ {(V(f + vi!))*(x) dB1 
0 
I 
lATD 
+ ZR,O(f + et) 
0 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
[r~Zlo,,,,(x,)+r2r,~,,,,(x,)l~ (f+&g)+$(f+Eg) @(s) 
I 2 I 
+a(f+&g,tA TD). (3.7) 
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We consider f+ ag so that we can obtain information about (L g)(x( t)) at 8s. Add 
(3.5) and F times (3.6) and compare with (3.7) to see that 
I_ 
+aLf-•t%, tA 72)). 
Collecting terms: 
xrrl4”,w(x,)+ Y2z~-~;~iljX1)1+~ll~\(l(I)-z~,~(/+&g)] 
2 
+ &$ Ld\ds) - bd.f+ &g)l G(s) 
2 
+a(J;tAT~)+fu(g,tA7,,) 
= U(f+ Eg, t A TD). (3.8) 
By Lemma 2.5 we may set x2( U(s)) = 0 in the dq, integrals; let us examine the parts 
individually. Recall that x E W: + (f(x), g(x)) is just the conformal transformation 
z + z”~ from the upper half plane to the wedge S. We must distinguish 6 cases: 
O<.$<$T, &r=& $T<[<,, ,<t<$r, $rr=[ and &<[<n. Then take s=l, 1, 
-1, 1, 1, - 1, respectively. We only do the case rr < 5 < $7~. The others are simlar. 
Thus we assume =Tr<.$<$r and ~=l. 
Notice 
x2=0 and x,<O iff x2=0,f(x)<0 and g(x)<O, 
(3.9) 
x,=0 and x,>O iff x,=O,f(x)>O and g(x)=O. 
Now 
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Similarly, 
[&I,‘&) - &&-+ g)l~~o)(%) = 0, 
[L@,“,(f) - Lc,OLf+ g)lh(x2) = 03 
[&m,O)k) - 4-qdf+ g)lMx2) = 0, 
[L\“(f) - b,o(f+ S)l~iOl(X2) = 07 
[Z,,,(g) - b\o(f+s)l~,o,(x2) = -4&2)h&J~ 
Using these in (3.8) gives (E = l), 
= a(f+g, t A TD). (3.10) 
Now by Lemma 2.7, a(f; t A TV) changes only whenj’(x( U( t A TV))) = 0, a(g, t A TV) 
changes only if g(x( U(t A TV))) = 0, and a(f+g, t A TV) changes only if 
(f+ g)(x( U( t A 7”))) = 0, hence (3.9) and (3.10) imply (draw a picture of (f, g) with 
f= 0, g = 0 and f+ g = 0 to see this), 
I 
tn7” 
I 
lnTU 
(vg)* . (39, ~)*~{O)(x2)I~O,~) (~1) %s = 40,(~2)4O,dx,) d.&, s), 
0 0 
a(f; tr\T[,)canchange onlyif f=g=O (iff x, = x2 = 0) (3.11) 
and 
u(g, t t, 7~) canchange only if f~0 and g=O (iff x, 3 0 and x2 = 0). 
Also 
4o,cn,(f)4o,(x2) = 4O,m~(XI)4O)(X2), 
4-m,o,(f)4o,(x2) = L,o,(~,)4o,(X2), 
~~o,mdg)~{o)(x2) = 0, 
Lx,o,(s)~{o,(x2) = 4-~,o,(x,)4o,(x2). 
Using these and (3.11) in (3.5) and (3.6), we get 
f(x( u(t A 7~))) 
=f(x( U(0))) + 
I 
‘AT, 
(of)* dB(s) 
0 
I 
fATD 
+ [(v.f)*(?‘,, 1)*~~o,~,(X,)+(~f)*(Y2,l)*~~~~,o,(x,)ld~(~)+~(f, tA TD), 
0 
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g(x( U(j A TD))) 
I 
’ A 71, 
= g(x( U(O))) + (Vg)* Ws) 
Cl 
I 
,“Tu 
+ [Pg)*(y,, l)*Zo,,,(x,)+(Vg)*(y,, l)*L,dx,)l dds) 
0 
I 
lATD 
+ zio\(xJlio)(x,) 44g, ~1. 
0 
But 
(Vf)*(r, 2 l)*~{o)(x*)4o,co, (Xl) = (: Ix,Y~, 0) (r,, 1)*4o,dx,)40~(%~ 
=E Yllxlf’“~‘~o,m,(x,)z~o)(xz), 
(3.12) 
(vj-)*(y,, l)*~jo~(x*)k~~,“,(x,) =i IxllsiT-l (-cos 6, sin 5)(r2, 1)*4-u?,~~(x,)4~~(xz) 
=; ~~~xl”‘“~‘~,-~,o,(x,)~~o)(x~), 
(Vg)*(y,, l)*Z~o~(xz)Z~_~x.o,(x,) =i Ix,l”‘“-‘(-sin 5, -cos 5)(y2, ~)*~~~,,,o,(~,)Z,O,(X,) 
where we have used (3.3) for y2 and the normalization condition (3.2) to simplify 
the second and fourth expressions. Hence (3.12) becomes (recall cps changes only 
if x2 = 0), 
f(x( u(t A TD))) =f(x( U(0))) + 
J‘ 
lAT,I 
(Of)* dB(s) 
0 
+ ""-'{~,l,,,,,,(x,)+y,k-,.,,(x,)}d~(s)+a(f, j A TD), 
I 
lhiD 
g(x( U(f A 70))) = g(x( u(o)))+ Pg)* dB(s) (3.13) 
0
I 
'A711 
+ 
0 
i I@‘“-‘Uco,w,bd+ ~J-m,odx,)I dds) 
'AT11 
+ I{,,(x) d,ak, s). 
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Define t c FD := inf { t > 0: x( U(t)) E R: n 93,(O)}, 
7 -l(t) = I,’ Ivj-I’ ds = ( :)2 1; Ix(s)l”+“I(x(s) f 0) ds. 
Now t + F’(t) is continuous, by Lemma 2.4 (x = 0 iff u = 0) it is strictly increasing, 
and by Theorem 3.1 it is finite-even in the other cases when t< m. Denote its 
continuous strictly increasing inverse by t E [0, F’(fD)] + T(t). Observe ~(0) = 0 and 
since XE a,(O) nR:-+(f(x),g(x))*E 93,(0)nS is l-l and onto, 
7-‘(&)=inf{F’(t)>O: x(U(t))k!RIW:nLBl(0)} 
= inf {t > 0: (L g)*(x( U(T( 2)))) E 93,(O) n S}. (3.14) 
Next define for ts 7D, 
9, = 97W, 
X(t) = (“6 g)*(x( tJ(T(l)))), 
Y(t) =r 
U 
7”’ 
(xl”“-‘&,.&x’) d cpr7 
I 
T(t) * 
1x1 5’*-‘k-qo,(x’) dq 
> 
s 7 
L(t) = ~Uo+h j-;r’ 4odxI d.&, i)*, 
(I 
T(1) 
I 
T(l) * 
P(t) = (Vf)* dB(s), (Vg)* Ws) . 
o 0 ) 
Then by (3.14), ~~:=inf{t>O: X(t)& 931(0)nS)}=~-‘(iD), and we need only 
verify properties (i)-(viii) in Theorem 1.1 for t S To. 
By the statement just before (3.14), we see that property (i) holds. Properties 
(ii) and (v) are obvious from the definitions and property (iv) follows from (3.13). 
Property (vi) holds because 7(f) is strictly increasing and 
X(s) E as,\(O) iff x1( U(T(S))) > 0 and x2( U(T(S))) = 0, 
X(.S)EJS,\{O} iff x,(U(~(s)))<o and x2(U(7(s)))=0. 
By (3.1 l), the fact that T(t) is strictly increasing and that X(s) = 0 iff x( U(T(S))) = 0, 
property (vii) holds; in addition, property (viii) holds. 
Next let h E C$( S) be constant in a neighborhood of 0 with vj. V h 2 0 on as, for 
i=l, 2 (recall vr=(rl, l), vF=(y3, y4)). Then by 16’s formula and (3.13), for 
t S fD (write W(t) for (J; g)*(x( U(r)))), 
h( W(f)) = h( W(O))+ 
I( 
,: $r ( Ws))(Vf)* dB(s) +$ ( Ws))(Vg)* dB(s) 
I 2 
+ +‘Ph( W(s)) . (r,, 1)*4O,m)(Xl(S)) 
+vh(W(s)) . (x, rzJ*L,o,(~l(s))I 4s) 
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+ I ;f+‘(E)bMf;~)+ I o’ g (W(s))h(x(s)) d,a(g, s) 
I 
+; I( 0 lvfl’~(w(s))+2vf. vga 1 ax, ax, (W(d)+lVg12~W’(s), 2 
= h( w(o))+ $ ( W(s))(Vf)* dW)+$ ( W(s))(Vg)* dB(s) 1 2 1 
+ I ‘3 1,(,)y-1 {nonnegative} dp, + 0 + 0 0 ,rr 
+; 
I 
’ lVfl’(Ah)( W(s)) ds 
0 
where we have used (3.11) and (3.1) in the last three terms. Hence by optiona 
stopping 
’ A 711 
h(X(f A 7”)) -: 
I 
(Ah)(X(s)) ds 
0 
I 
’ A To 
= h( W(T(f) A ?,,))-; (Ah)( W(d.y))) ds 
0 
T(r)Ai,, 
=h(W(7(t)Ai,,))-; 
I 
(Ah)( Ws))lV.f’ ds 
0 
is a $submartingale as desired. 
All that remains in property (iv), We need to show that 
P(f) = 
(I 
T(I) T(I) * 
(Vf)* dB(s), (Vg)* dB(.y) 
0 I 0 ) 
is a ?I,,- Brownian motion up to time t < 7,). But this is standard because of (3.1). 0 
4. The corner process L,: Proof of Theorem 1.2 
As part of her dissertation, Taylor (1989) has shown that a semimartingale reflected 
Brownian motion in a quadrant (where correlation of the component is allowed) 
has a representation such as the one in Theorem 1.1, except that L, may be written 
as RY:) where the components of Y: are nondecreasing and can change only when 
X, = 0. The results of Reiman and Williams (1988) show that L, z 0. By using linear 
transformations as in Harrison and Williams (1987), it can be shown that Taylor’s 
result together with that of Reiman and Williams imply that L, = 0 in the present 
context for convex wedges. The method below does not require convexity. 
Let X, be given by Theorem 1.1 so that in particular 
X,=x+&+RY,+L, 
where the properties (i)-(viii) hold. 
(4.1) 
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Lemma 4.1. If v, # -v2, we may write L, = R Y:’ where the components of Y :’ are 
continuous and nondecreasing in t. 
Proof. First assume v, and v2 are linearly independent. Then R is invertible and 
we set Y::= R-IL,. We need to verify that the components of Yy are nondecreasing. 
As in Section 3 we write 
R = Yl Y3 ( > 1 Y4’ 
Since R is invertible, y, y4 - -y3 # 0 and in fact 
R-‘=(Y,Y,-~4 I(:; -J. 
Represent the components of R-‘x by f,(x) and f?(x): 
f,(x) = (Y,Y4- rJ ‘(Y4XI - %X2), 
f?(X) = (YlY4_ rJ’(-x1+ Y,XJ. (4.2) 
The J; are C” and harmonic on [w’, satisfy v, . VA(x) 2 0 on aS,\{O} for j = 1, 2 and 
if (Y > 0, J;(x) = o(lxl’“) as lx/+0 ( srnce cy < 1). Hence by Theorem 3 of Williams 
(1985),f;(X,.,,,) is a submartingale, i = 1, 2 where T,,, = inf {t > 0: IX,\ 2 m}. On the 
other hand, by (4.1) and It6’s formula, 
f;(X,.,,,)=martingale+Y,(tr\r,,,)+J;(L(tr\r,,)), i-1,2. 
Now Y, is nondecreasing and can change only when X, E as,\{O} and L( t A T,,,) can 
change only when X, =O. Thus J;(L(t A T,,)) must be nondecreasing, i = 1, 2 and it 
follows that the components of Y: = R-IL, = (f,( L,),,f2( L,))” are nondecreasing as 
desired. 
If v, and vz are not linearly independent, then since v, # -u? we must have v, = ZI?. 
Thus the function f(x) = x1 - -y,x? is C” and harmonic on [w’, satisfies v, . Vf(x) = 0, 
j = 1,2 and if (Y > 0, If(x)1 = o(lxl”) as /xl+ 0. Thus Williams’theorem showsf(X,.,,,) 
is a martingale. By (4.1), ,f(X,.7,r8) = martingale+ (1, -y,) . L,,,$, . This forces 
0= (1, -r,) . L,,,,, so that L,(t) = y, L,( t). Since U, = u2, y, = y3, y4 = 1 and for 
g(x) =x2 we have Ag=O and 21,. Vg(x) > 0. Thus Xz( t A r,,, 1 = 
martingale + ( Y, + Y2)( t A T,,,) -I L,( t A T,,,) is a submartingale (Williams’ theorem 
again) and as before we must have L2( t) nondecreasing. Setting Y:)= ( L2( t), 0)” 
does the trick. 0 
Remark. The lemma is true for U, = -v2 but we will not use this fact. 
By Lemma 4.1, for the rest of this section we write 
X,=x+&+R(Y,+ Y:). (4.3) 
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Unless otherwise stated, we will assume zl, # -uz. We modify the argument of 
Reiman and Williams (1988) to prove that Yy, hence L,, is identically 0. For each 
E E (0, 1) it suffices to find a subharmonic cpF(x) that is C2 on a domain containing 
S, bounded on compact subsets of S uniformly in F, and satisfies the following 
directional derivative conditions: for some ck > 0, & 3 0 and & > 0 all independent 
of E E (0, l), 
~1~ . VP>.(X) > -c,[ln E + l] for x E S with 1x(< &e, (4.4) 
Vk . VcpF(X) 2 -q for all x E S, F E (0, 1). (4.5) 
Indeed, by Ito’s formula we would then have for T,,, = inf {t > 0: IX(f)1 2 rn or 
(Y,+Y:)(t ) 2 m for some k} A WI, 
T,, 
vh.Vcp,(X.,){dY,(s)+dYO,(s)} 
a-(hs+l) t c,EY~(T,)- t &EY,(T,). 
!%=I h=I 
Notice we have used that d YE is supported on {X, = 0). The left hand side is 
bounded as E + 0 by uniform boundedness of cp?. on compacta and the last sum on 
the right is independent of E. Hence upon dividing by -(ln E + 1) and letting ~$0 
we end up with 
02 ; c,EY;(T,) 
k=l 
Since ck > 0 and YE is nondecreasing, it follows that YE = 0, k = 1, 2. So let us now 
find q,(x). 
Since v, # -IL, the angle between II, and v2 is strictly less than n and hence 
there is a unit vector 5 which makes an angle strictly less than $-r with z)k, k = 1, 2: 
5. ol, > 0, k = 1, 2. Also, since the angle of the wedge is less than 2rr, there exists a 
unit vector n such that 
s-l:=inf{x. n/1x1: xES\{O}}E(-l,O]. (4.6) 
Choose c > 0 such that 
and for x E S, E E (0,l) define 
d2(x, r)=Ix+r[12+lx+rc~12. (4.7) 
Notice that for p E (0, l), (1 -p)]x]‘- 2rclxl( 1 -s) + r2c2 takes on its minimum value 
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at jx]=rc(l-~)/(l--),andsoforx~S, 
~x+~c~~~=]x]*+~~cx~ r]+r2c2 
SIxI’-2rclxl(l-s)+r2c2 
=plxI”+(1-j7)]x]2-2rc]x](l-s)+r2c2 
~p~x~‘+r2c2[(1-~)2(2p-1)+(1-p)2]/(1-p)2. 
Hence for p sufficiently small, 
d*(x, r) 2 c3r2, x E s, 
where c3 > 0 is independent of x, r and E and also for E < r < 1, 
&(X, r)~Plx12+c,F2~c,(lx12+E’), XE s, 
where c, is independent of x, r, and E. 
For x E R2\{ - r& - rq}, 
A In d’(x, r) =4r2J[-qJ2[d2(x, r)lm2a0. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Hence for E E (0, 1) by (4.8) the function 
I 
I 
P,(X) =t In(d2(x, r)) dr (4.11) 
F 
is C2 and subharmonic on some domain containing S and is bounded on each 
compact subset of S uniformly in F. Now let us verify the directional derivative 
properties (4.4) and (4.5). Since 
VqF(x) = 
I 
’ [2x+r(~+c~)][d*(x, r)]-’ dr, XE s, 
F 
it follows that 
J 
1 Vk. V&(X) = v,.[2x+r[+rcq][cf’(x, r)]-‘dr, XES. (4.12) 
F
If & := 5. q..(4(V~]), x E S, F E (0, 1) with (xl< &e then for r > E, 
d*(x, r)G(&E+r)2+(&+cr)2S csr2 
where cs > 0 is independent of x, F and r and moreover, by choice of c, 
(2x+r,$+rcv). vk>--21xIIvkI+r[. a-rc(vcJ 
> -2)vkl&&+ r[* vk - rcJvk( 
~-21vkl~E+r~.vk-r~lvkI 
k 
=-$([. v,)(r-E)>O. 
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Hence for x E S with 1x1~ &,E we end up with 
V~.Vcp,(X)~CI, 
I 
/I (r-F)r-*dr 2 -c,(ln & + 1) 
where 
5. 01, c,=->o 
2c, 
is independent of F, x and r. This gives (4.4). 
Rewriting (4.12): for XE S, 
VA. Vv,(x) = -(if+ crl) . 01, (pk(x) - r)[d2(x, r)]-’ dr 
t 
where 
2x. vj, 
Pk(X)=-(g+C7)). &. 
Notice by choice of c we have 
(4.13) 
If pk(x) c e then (4.5) holds with FL = 0. So we assume pk(x) > F. For such x E S, 
by (4.9), 
I 
1 
(ph.(x) - r)[d’(x, r)]-’ dr s 
* I 
Pi ( x 1 
(A(X) - r)[d”(x, r)l- dr 
s 
=s (&.(X) - e)2cq’(lx12+ F2)_’ 
where ch is independent of E and x. Hence (4.5) holds with CL = (q + 5) . vkc6. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2, we handle the case u, = -v2. Under these 
circumstances, Williams (1985) points out in the proof of her Theorem 4 that (Y < 0. 
If x # 0 then X, never hits 0 (Varadhan and Williams, 1985, Theorem 2.2) and so 
L, = 0. 
For x = 0 the following argument is due to Williams (1985). First we show 
PJX, E S\(O) for all t > 0) = 1. (4.14) 
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Since E,[j,” Ifof dt] = 0, by Fubini’s theorem 5: E,J ZiO,(X,)] dt = 0. Hence 
P,(X, = 0) = 0 a.e. (t). Choose a sequence {t,} such that t,JO and P,,(X,V, = 0) = 0 for 
all n. Then by the Markov property of X, 
P,(X, E S\(O) for all t 2 t,) = Po(Px,p,(X, E S\(O) for all t >O)). 
Since X,,, E S\{O} P,-a.s. and p,(X, E S\(O) for all t 20) = 1 for all x # 0 (since 
(Y < 0), it follows that the right member above equals 1. Thus 
P,(X, E S\(O) for all t > 0) = lim P,(X, E S\(O) for all t 2 t,) = 1. 
n-m 
This proves (4.14). 
Now P,-a.s., L can change only when X is at (0) so by (4.14) L must be constant 
on the time interval (0, co). But L is continuous, so that 
PO( L, = Lo for all t > 0) = 1. 
Since Lo = 0 we get L, = 0 P,-a.s. as desired. 0 
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